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ABOUT US

Welcome to Blitz Star Dubai.

At Blitz Star, we specialize in designing and producing all kind of  custom furniture, 
cabinetry, and specialist joinery using the finest materials and artisanal techniques. 
Additionally, we collaborate with a variety of renowned interior designers and firms 
on various residential, marine, and commercial design projects and installations. We 
take pride in our 15,000  square  foot production warehouse space, where we use fine 
craftsmanship and the latest product ion equipment to create stylish, yet functional 
designs for our customers.

We are established in 2006, and over the years we have developed a wide and varied 
client base ranging from private clients to developers and from landlords to architects 
and interior designers. Each and every client is important to us, therefore we always 
strive to provide our best services, regardless if our clients are individuals or large cor-
porations. The quality, reliablitiy and competitive pricing of our services has led us to 
expand and earn us an excellent reputation through ‘word of mouth’ recommendations. 

Having successfully completed some of the most demanding and challenging projects 
for individual and companies in the Middle East, Blitz Star LLC has built a creditable 
reputation as one of the most reliable service providers, with a rich portfolio in the 
retail, hospitality, corporate and residential sectors.

Warm regards
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CUSTOM MADE FURNITURE
Residential

Choosing the right furniture for your home is an important 
decision. Sometimes you need a marvelous dream item of 
furniture that you can’t get from any store. Maybe it needs 
to fit in a very specific spot, or maybe it is an idea from a 
book or magazine that you want to see in real. we special-
ize in creating bespoke furniture items that are as unique 
and characterful as your ideas. We can modify an existing 
piece or build it from scratch. Coming  up  with  your  own 
modification or design gives your home a unique feel that 
can’t be copied by anyone else since your own taste and 
preference are what shaped your design, and will be yours 
and yours alone.
 
Our bespoke, custom made furniture have the ability to 
even out odd shaped alcove spaces, under the stairs hide 
unwanted irregularities in walls and ceilings and generally 
make your home completely gorgeous with bespoke ideas 
that have been made to measure in any size required.
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It begins with a dream. The dream of a home  appointed with bespoke hand 
crafted furniture so exquisite, it delights you every time you glance at it. Your 
furniture, whether it is designed for the  kitchen, living room, bedroom or bath 
room, should  be an integral part of your home  and your life. Beautiful, practical, 
functional and, most of all, a unique expression of who you are  and how you 
choose to live.

Our vast selection of material and accompanying accessories are designed to in-
spire and excite you and, when combined with our specially sourced timbers and 
palette of paint finishes, you will have a home graced with furniture that is com-
pletely original,  comprising the  highest quality materials and craftsmanship.

HOME IS NOT A PLACE
IT’S A FEELING
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Our bespoke, custom made wardrobes have the ability to even 
out odd shaped alcove spaces, hide unwanted irregularities in 
walls and ceilings and generally make your bedroom completely 
gorgeous with wardrobe doors that have been made to measure 
in any size required.

Made to suit any size book, in any depth, our handmade, custom 
designed bookcases are great for home offices, lining around door-
ways, whole walls in sitting and living rooms and on large landings.

Our bespoke and custom made kitchens give you complete free-
dom to have your dream kitchen made to your exact requirements. 
No need to compromise, we can make the style that suits you, 
stained or painted in the colour of your choice.
The kitchen has always been the heart of the home, but with open 
plan dining and seating areas to integrate into this space, kitchen 
design has never been more challenging. With a bespoke, custom 
made kitchen, anything is possible and nothing has to be a stan-
dard size. Whether the requirement is to hide wall support pillars 
by disguising them as part of a chimney breast or to build a larder 
to fit between a wall and a ceiling beam- you name it and we can 
solve the issue to make your kitchen really beautiful.

Wardrobes to fit

Bookshelves

Your dream kitchen
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OFFICE INTERIOR
Furniture

Inspire your employees, impress your clients, and feel productive in a space 
you love working in. Office space is the second most spent space aside from 
home. It is important to create a comfortable workspace to help elevate the 
work performance. 

We are experts in office furniture and refurbishment of commercial         
premises. From a simple re design of a conference room to a multi-site re-
furbishment we take the same care and attention to detail in every project 
we are under taking.

Our expert interior designers and projects team will improve and renovate 
your existing workspace, giving your company an ‘office facelift’, helping 
your business to grow to new heights.

We will  be with you throughout the process, listening closely to your 
needs and gaining an understanding of your company that will allow us to               
create something perfectly in keeping with your business philosophy. If 
there are any alterations needed to designs and project delivery this will 
happen seamlessly.
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HOSPITALITY
Furniture

Hospitality projects  go  beyond  the  simple  design  phase. We are proud  
to work with a highly experienced team  of engineers who are always up 
to date  with the news in all the international safety, environmental and  
quality  standards that  need  to  be  followed, moreover our management 
team deals with the best raw material suppliers on the market, make sure 
that  the  quality of  those materials are flawless. We are also committed 
to the  use of  only sustainable resources.

There is no room for modesty when it comes to our team of highly    
skilled experts  in woodwork,  painting,  engineering and  interior design, 
because they are the ones who make the picture complete. They make 
sure that quality is maintained in every detail and in all the materials 
used, and they are the ones that keep our clients up to date  with any 
change of plans, in order  to make  sure their  work meets the highest  
expectations.
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DISPLAY GONDOLA
Retail

We are experienced in display kiosk and retail  gondola  designing  and 
manufacturing to exact standards and specifications by  leading  Eu-
ropean and other international clients. We have worked with leading 
airport retailers of the world such as Dubai Airports, Dubai Duty Free 
Muscat Duty Free, Shopping malls, Perfume vendor Creed, Dr. Vranjes 
and many more internationally recognized partners.

Whatever your products may be, however large or small your retail space 
may be, we can design and manufacture retail gondolas to match your 
specific needs perfectly. As a retail display gondola manufacturer, we 
take exceptional pride in the work we do and the products we provide.
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RESTORATION
Furniture

In addition to designing and building furniture, we offer restoration 
and repair services to ensure that your  favorite or irreplaceable piece  
continue to be useful beyond their years. With our highly trained and 
uniformed technicians we provide a full range of furniture restoration 
and repair services for domestic customers and all types of commercial 
enterprises, from offices, to showrooms. Mostly we cater to the lead-
ing insurance companies in Dubai by repairing their expensive damaged 
furniture claims whilst on transit or due to wear & tear.

Our furniture repair and restoration services include french polishing, 
polyurethene spray paint, scratch, dents, and structural repairs for all 
types of wood furniture, adjustments, upholstery repairs and recovers 
including leather, wooden floors including laminates.
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CONSULTATION

REVIEW & QUOTATION

MANUFACTURE & INSPECTION

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION

CONFIRMATION & AGREEMENT

We will follow an easy and effi  cient 5 stage 
process from Consultati on to Installati on.
When you get in touch, it is helpful to have 
some indicati on of the style of furniture 
that you are interested in. 

Once we understand that what furniture 
you are interested in commissioning, the 
process will commence with consultati ons 
between our designers, and project team 
on the idea and technical aspects. The next 
stage will involve the provision of quota-
ti on and ti meline project, followed by ac-
ceptance and confi rmati on of quotati on 
& fi nal designs. Our Project Manager shall 
then execute manufacturing as per your 
exact desires, by working with our master 
craft smen, and deliver with installati on at 
your premises, as per agreed ti meline.

Prompt, friendly, reliable service guaran-
teed we arrive when we say we will and 
use only top quality materials by ensuring 
your project is completed to the highest 
standards. With 6 years experience you 
can expect a top quality fi nish and our cus-
tomer service ethics are to consider your 
project as much a priority as it is to you.

We love the challenge of complicated proj-
ects, the creati ve design process of custom 
work, and leaving our customers happy 
and well taken care of and we are able to 
accommodate both small and large scale 
projects with speed and professionalism. 
We have achieved outstanding results be-
cause of our experti se. Finally not the least 
we have always achieved the exact fi nished 
look for which our client is striving for.

5 STEP PROCESS WHY CHOOSE US
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Blitz Star Technical Services LLC
Tel  +971 4 3388 322. Fax +971 4 3388 377 info@blitzstar.net

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

www.bl itzstar.net


